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PETRE SHUMKOSKI IS THE LUCKY WINNER OF THE TRAVEL VOUCHER
WITH A VALUE OF 250.000 MKD FROM THE PRIZE GAME OF LUKOIL

MACEDONIA

Petre Shumkoski is the lucky winner of the travel vaucer with a value od 250.000
MKD from the prize game od LUKOIL Macedonia.

"LUKOIL Macedonia traditionally organizes prize games every year in order to
thank and surprise its loyal customers. The period before the New Year is a time of
giving and sharing the joy. That's why the drawing of the main prize was held this
year before the New Year, which is when we awarded the travel voucher. I wish
that the winner has a lasting memory of the trip", said Mr. Andrej Kuku, regional
manager of LUKOIL Macedonia.

"This is the best New Year's gift!" I regularly use ECTO fuel, and I am a member of
the LUKOIL CLUB loyalty program.  I receive benefits from being a member of the
program all the time, but who would have thought that I could win an award like
this. That's why I urge everyone to play and participate in prize games, because all
players can win. I have a few destinations which I have set my sights on, but I still
don't know where we will decide to use the voucher.  Once again, I want to express
my gratitude to LUKOIL Macedonia for knowing how to value loyalty" - said the
winner of the main prize, Mr. Petre Shumkoski.

The prize game commenced on the 24th of October, and ended on the 25th of
December 2022.  During that period, a total of 5 draws were held with the following
awards - one travel voucher with value of 250,000 MKD, eight vouchers for
pneumatic tires with value of 12,000 MKD, thirty-two fuel vouchers with value of
3,000 MKD and twenty tire chains.


